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 478 SCIENCE FICTION STUDIES, VOLUME 36 (2009)

 Jes Battis

 Delany 's Queer Markets: Nevèryon and the Texture of Capital

 This article addresses the various plays and performances of circulating capital
 within the NevèrYon sequence, Samuel Delany' s longest and most ambitious
 work, aside from his much acclaimed novel Dhalgren (1975). Unlike Dhalgren,
 the tetralogy of Nevèryon books have received relatively little critical attention,
 despite the fact that they occupied Delany from roughly the end of the 1970s until
 the late 1980s, emerging as a kind of fantastic documentary of the development
 of the AIDS crisis in New York.1 My goal here is to explore the collisions of
 capital and queer desire within Delany' s series, looking particularly at how his
 characters situate themselves within a proto-capitalist market that seems to shift,
 almost liquidly, from antiquity to feudalism to primitive accumulation. These
 shifts, I argue, mirror the play of signification and desire among Delany' s
 characters, who are able to read themselves queerly within (and against) the
 market-text of Never Yon as a whole.

 The sequence encompasses four books, which are themselves collections of
 events, or even effects, although at times they read like short stories: Tales of
 Nevèryon (1979), Neveryóna (1983), Flight from Nevèryon (1985), and The
 Bridge of Lost Desire, sometimes called Return to Nevèryon (1987). The words
 themselves, Nevèryon and Neveryóna, signify alternative graphical possibilities
 depending upon how they are read or written. Nevèryon could mean (n)every-one,
 or never-one, or everyone, or simply never, simultaneously. Citations of the
 novels often omit the diacritical marks that make Nevèryon and Neveryóna so
 special, even if the marks appear in the printed texts themselves. Given that
 several of the characters in the sequence are obsessed with tracing the evolution
 of writing, only to discover its imperialist origins, the power of language within
 all four books cannot be underestimated. Delany juxtaposes the grammar of
 capitalist production, as seen from multiple perspectives, against the difficult and
 sometimes impossible conjugation of fetishes and desires, in order to expose the
 embeddedness of the market within the motions of sexuality (and vice versa).

 Jeffrey Allen Tucker's critical study of Delany' s work, A Sense of Wonder,
 devotes a chapter to addressing various sign systems and linguistic plays within
 Nevèryon. Tucker insists that "the series' semiotic analysis of language,
 commodification, cultural practices, and, most significantly, the relations of
 domination on which slavery has been based, reveal such systems to be structured
 conventions as opposed to eternal truths of nature" (149). Tucker also briefly
 discusses BDSM and other sexual-minority cultures within the tetralogy; since his
 argument is concerned primarily with the relationship between sign systems and
 slavery narratives, however, he is not able to address specifically the multiple
 LGBT relationships that proliferate across all of these stories. Characters such as
 Gorgik, Small Sarg, Noyeed, Udrog, Raven, Pryn, Noreema, Myrgot, the
 Smuggler, Phelan, and even the metafictional "critic" of the series - "K. Leslie
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 Steiner," existing only in the appendix, who is an avatar of the author
 himself - all occupy unique and shifting terrains of desire, embodiment, and
 disclosure, and these systems overlap and even antagonize each other against the
 backdrop of a competitive market.

 The four books in the sequence - taken as a single long volume, like Tolkien's
 Lord of the Rings (1954-55) - have a wide cast of characters, including
 phantasmal readers and audiences that Delany himself imagines in eerily
 metafictional passages. Yet for the purposes of this discussion, I want to focus on
 three central actors within the Nevèryon universe: Gorgik, Pryn, and Pheron.
 Gorgik is the first character introduced, a barbarian (that is, a white-skinned,
 yellow-haired man, in Delany' s world), who is born in the city of Kolhari only to
 be sold as a slave. After he is bought by an aristocrat named Myrgot, Gorgik
 embarks on a curious journey that does not really take him anywhere. Along the
 way, he meets Pryn, a slave girl who in turn is adopted by another aristocrat,
 Madame Keyne, and who becomes a kind of supplement (in the Derridean sense)
 to Gorgik' s own journey - that is, she follows in his footsteps but also adapts and
 mirrors Gorgik' s own experiences and mental processes. The two are involved in
 a kind of spatial dialogue, visiting the same places, talking to the same people,
 and exchanging the same artifacts, suggesting that they are really actors in the
 game of capital - a play of identity politics and reification that stretches across
 time and space.

 By reification, I refer to Marx's commodity fetish, which convinces the social
 actor under capitalism to see all monetary exchanges as rigidly objectified, rather
 than apprehending them as human experiences, meetings between people that
 occur in overlapping social spheres. It is by this misrecognition, says Marx in
 Capital, that "man himself, viewed as the impersonation of labor-power, is a
 natural object, a thing, although a living conscious thing, and labor is the
 manifestation of this power residing in him" (135). Bodies, in this sense, produce
 purely fiduciary relations; financial transactions do not (or are not supposed to)
 produce human relationships. The Marxist commodity fetish, when viewed as a
 particular type of misrecognition among capitalist workers, can also be used as
 a framework to analyze the circulations of queer desire within a precapitalist
 society such as Nevèryon.

 Kolhari sits uneasily as the capital of Nevèryon, where aristocrats and their
 slaves (always collared) mingle with proto-burgher and yeoman families such as
 Gorgik' s - his father is a sailor and his mother "claimed eastern connections with
 one of the great families of fisherwomen in the Ulvayn islands" (N every ona 2).
 In Nevèryon (and, we assume, beyond), racial hierarchies have emerged that
 invert those of Europe prior to the Dark Ages, or which anticipate the ethnic
 diversity of a community such as twelfth-century Iberia. "Barbarians," the racially
 disenfranchised, are light-skinned and fair-haired (often slaves), while the ruling
 aristocracy is composed of people with dark skin. Gorgik himself shares
 something in common with the city of Kolhari - they both "function" as a result
 of organized slavery. Without the slave trade, Kolhari' s whole system of
 commerce would implode. Madame Keyne (her name an echo of economist John
 Maynard Keynes) utilizes slave labor to construct her New Market, which will
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 pave over Kolhari's more informal - and erotically charged - Old Market, also
 the site of the Bridge of Lost Desire.

 One of Gorgik's earliest memories involves stumbling into a room filled with
 slaves (who later vanish, leaving only their collars behind), and even as a child
 he makes the connection that bodies can be trafficked - humans can be

 transformed into commerce. This is a peculiar magic trick, a spell of capital
 wherein bodies enter an equation only to vanish. The collars left behind are
 ciphers, like the ingredients or "reagents" of a successfully cast spell, a hint of
 ash, a ring of shadow, that remains as the only vestigial link to the powers
 invoked. When Kolhari is conquered by the army of the Child Empress, Gorgik
 is sold into slavery, only to be unexpectedly liberated by the Vizerine Myrgot
 after she takes a sexual interest in him. Importantly, Delany' s sequence begins
 with a connection across time among powerful women: Gorgik's mother (who
 "claimed connections" to an even more powerful family), the Child Empress who
 disenfranchises him, and the Vizerine who frees him (or admits him into a
 different and more specific kind of servitude, that of being an economic actor
 within Nevèryon itself).

 Delany, in an interview, has stated that "it would be wrong to take Nevèryon
 as ... some radical limit work, an enterprise lucid with insight and ultimately
 authoritative, about S/M practices, in any of their forms, gay or straight" ("Sword
 & Sorcery" 141). It is through S/M sexuality, however, that Gorgik stages
 political interventions within the gendered order of his own world; S/M also
 becomes, for Gorgik, the most appropriately flexible pleasure practice, a relation
 that is both global and particular. In an interview given near the end of his life,
 Foucault states firmly that "the idea that bodily pleasure should always come from
 sexual pleasure as the root of all our possible pleasure- I think that's something
 quite wrong. . . .[S/M suggests] that we can produce pleasure with very odd things,
 very strange parts of our bodies" (165; emphases in original). By sexualizing the
 collar, the signifier for slavery, and projecting it as a phallic extension of his own
 body, Gorgik tries to construct an erotic field in which "very strange parts," in
 effect his whole body, can produce pleasure. By creating pleasure, he also creates
 culture.

 Gorgik, whose narrative stretches across all four books of the sequence, is
 contrasted in Flight From Nevèryon with Pheron, a more discreet and contained
 actor; Pheron lives and dies within a very specific narrative for Kolhari, the "tale
 of plagues," and yet he crosses paths with both Gorgik and Pryn, not necessarily
 speaking with them, but similarly walking in their footsteps, sharing a street
 corner, lingering on the edges of a room they might once have occupied. Delany
 is gesturing to the melancholic operations of Freud's uncanny, the relays between
 seemingly unconnected people and places (for which one might mourn, even
 having never met or visited them) that give us a sense of fatality. Simultaneously,
 with Pheron' s character he shows that a person living with an AIDS-like virus
 ("before" AIDS) can construct a meaningful and powerful resistance against
 institutional structures in a world that tries to erase him. Cindy Patton, in
 Globalizing AIDS, points out that "the first 'activism' was conducted not by ACT
 UP, and not even by self-identifying people living with HIV. The first resistance
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 occurred before AIDS was even given a name" (xvii). There can still be
 resistance, even if an official language of activism has yet to be established - €ven
 in a medieval world with no calculus for describing what will eventually become
 a global illness. This echoes my point about queer spellings - the need to find
 plentiful and alternative graphic, spoken, and literary representations for
 mourning and loss, even as one acknowledges the debt that mourning pays to
 queerness and vice versa. The point also, Delany says, in one of his own
 intratextual comments on the Tales, is to "find a better metaphor" (187; emphasis
 in original). Pheron's purpose is not to act as a metaphorical solution for AIDS
 representation, but simply to act, to live in the face of an uncaring public, to resist
 through his unwillingness to die.2

 Pheron is a cloth-maker, a sly queer man with a camp sense of humor who
 delights in talking about the secret erotic exploits of carpenters, actors, and others
 who walk the "Bridge of Lost Desire" (in the Old Market of Kolhari) looking for
 sex. Pheron is a kind of "patient zero," one of the first men to become infected
 within the confines of the city; and without any coherent support group he has to
 rely on his friends, Zadyuk and Nari, for informal hospice care.3 Delany describes
 Pheron himself as a site for lack, a type of absence within the narrative that he
 cannot quite reconcile:

 There is something incomplete about Pheron. (Since there is no Pheron, since he
 exists only as words, their sounds and associated meanings, be certain of it: /have
 left it out.) My job is, then, in the course of this experiment, to find this
 incompleteness, to fill it in, to make him whole. {Tales 196; emphases in original)

 But as Pheron's illness progresses, it becomes clear that Delany' s point is not to
 "make him whole"; rather, he constructs him carefully as a gay man living in an
 unfamiliar context (the Middle Ages), whose encounters with anti-AIDS prejudice
 are nonetheless chillingly similar to those experienced by men and women during
 the 1980s crisis years.

 Like the erotic market of Times Square (which Delany analyzed in his 1999
 work Times Square Red, Times Square Blue), the "Bridge of Lost Desire" is a
 fulcrum for queer sexuality within Kolhari, a chiasmatic site for linking different
 bodies, histories, and cultures. But as with the fabled city of Neveryóna, it is just
 as likely not to exist, or to exist merely in the segmented dreams of reader, writer,
 and character, the slim neuronal fragments, velveteen soft and more fragile than
 any of Pheron's priceless fabrics, whose symbolic imprint makes the Never Yon
 Sequence gather and cohere as a twilight text, forever limned with the energy of
 confusion. The bridge, like Foucault' s concept of heterotopia, is a site of
 difference (a place for "putting" difference), as well as an articulation whose exile
 helps constitute a world of overriding sameness.

 The cultural core of Nevèryon, and the sign-system that encloses all things
 within its borders - including Gorgik, Noyeed, the city, the world - is the Market,
 Everything happens within the Old and New Markets of Kolhari, and they
 become the symbolic ground upon which all human interaction - financial and
 erotic, gay and straight-demerges. The New Market is empty, not yet built ("this
 one is going to be six times the size ofthat spread of junk and garbage over in the
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 Spur!" Madame Keyne promises [Flight 154; emphasis in original]), an in-
 process sign that nevertheless controls hundreds of laborers and merchants who
 are already subject to it, while the Old Market remains the nodal point for sexual
 and financial exchanges. Both slaves and sex-trade workers are sold within the
 Market, some selling themselves, some being sold by others, some lingering in
 a twilight realm of circulating capital, transacted flesh. Gorgik visits the Old
 Market to purchase Small Sarg, a slave whom he "liberates," thereby beginning
 his own transformation into Gorgik the Liberator. The Liberator, in fact, liberates
 nothing and no one, which points to the peregrinations of lack and loss that
 Delany explores in the Tales, the practices by which we strive for liberation only
 to encounter an endless chain of lost chances.

 Four women who make their lives within and across this market - Madame

 Keyne, Radiant Jade, Pryn, and Ini - are linked by an erotic signifying chain, a
 peculiar community. Madame Keyne is in love with Radiant Jade, and vice versa;
 Jade is also in love with Ini, who sometimes grants her sexual favors, but only
 through a kind of pathological disinterest. Pryn is fascinated by all three women,
 but, although she has had sexual experiences with women before, she does not
 appear to be physically interested in anyone at the moment. Madame Keyne
 plucks Pryn from a crowded Kolhari street because she finds the girl beautiful
 (Pryn often describes herself as being overweight), but in the end she has to send
 Pryn away for reasons both sexual and financial. This whole exchange, with all
 of its maddening twists and turns, takes place in a locus amoenus - a garden,
 within a manor, within a market - always threatening to spiral outward into a kind
 of sumptuous nonentity, or to collapse in on itself, like a shattered astrolabe or
 crumpled letter. Within the garden, there is also a miniature model of a garden
 (and a manor and a market), that Pryn first regards with delight, until she is later
 informed that such models are quite common.

 The sexual relationships that traverse all four Nevèryon books are not easily
 classified, although they can be read as different notes within something vast and
 contrapuntal, fragments of a mirror that fit together only to produce a
 reflection - that is, an imago of desire, which is always on the lam, always being
 pursued even as it pursues something else. Of the two long-term relationships that
 emerge from all these circulating desires, one is drenched in power and servitude
 (Gorgik/Noyeed), and the other vibrates with commerce and control (Madame
 Keyne/Radiant Jade). Both occur within the logic of a capitalism that is, within
 Nevèryon, moving past the agrarian model and towards a pre-industrial one.
 Neither of these relationships can be classified strictly as gay or lesbian, nor are
 they supposed to be, especially if we follow the point that Delany makes
 throughout the series: desire operates within circulating patterns, emerging out of
 complex historical and political sites, and classifying it within normative
 categories is as ambivalent a project as writing itself. As Old Venn explains in
 Tales of Nevèryon, the act of writing first emerged as an effort to organize and
 classify the labor of slaves:

 I did not invent this system. I only learned it- when I was in Nevèryon . . . and do
 you know what it was invented for, and still is largely used for there? The control
 of slaves. If you can write down a woman' s or a man' s name, you can write down
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 all sorts of things next to that name, about the amount of work that they do, the
 time it takes for them to do it. (62; emphasis in original)

 Madame Keyne "adopts" Pryn in the same manner that Fagan adopts Oliver
 Twist: their relationship is pedagogical, yet firmly inscribed within a homoerotic
 context. The climax, in every sense, of Madame Keyne' s teaching is a speech on
 commodity exchange, through which she imparts the fundamentals of pre-
 industrial capitalism to Pryn, who listens attentively (even if she is a bit
 confused). The lesson begins when Pryn, watching Madame Keyne toss an iron
 coin to a slave laborer, protests that she just gave away money. The older woman
 corrects her: "If you think I lost in that transaction, then you do not know what the
 enemy is, nor, I doubt, will you ever" (Neveryóna 136; emphasis in original).
 Then, despite what seems like a foregone conclusion, she attempts to illustrate the
 principle to Pryn (and, arguably, this was the very reason that she adopted the
 girl: to offer this explanation, which Pryn will then be able to offer to someone
 else, thereby creating a symbolic network). "Money that goes out," she explains,
 "comes back to me. And, you must admit, it costs very little. So now you have the
 whole system of enterprise ... [and] you know where most of the iron for these
 little moneys comes from, don't you? It's melted down from the old, no-longer-
 used collars" (134).

 But this is only the concrete explanation, an insider's perspective on the
 capital exchange that has just taken place: money has gone out, but it will come
 back (through the coerced labor of the slave, always in surplus, and now
 increased, if ever so slightly, by the added incentive of the iron coin); and, in
 actual fact, the "money" - or the spell - is simply a radical transformation of the
 slave collar. Marx describes the surplus principle as "an alteration of value.
 [Labor-power] both reproduces the equivalent of its own value, and also produces
 an excess, a surplus value.... '¥]ox the capitalists, [it] has all the charm of a
 creation out of nothing" {Capital 139, 146; emphasis in original). Capitalism
 creates value from nothing, ex nihilo, and this is the most powerful spell of
 all - the ability to exploit and order human labor within a field of perpetual
 motion. The proletarian underclass always has the capacity to do more work than
 would be compensated by a living wage, or by the expenditure (by the capitalist)
 needed simply to keep the laborer alive. So often, this exploitation of surplus
 value occurs through the oppression of migrant laborers, and Rey Chow describes
 it as the unjust "resolution" to a primary contradiction within historical
 capitalism: "A workforce that actively contributes labor toward the accumulation
 of capital yet at the same time receives the least of its rewards - namely, an
 ethnicized population - is the magic formula that resolves one of the basic
 contradictions of historical capitalism'" (34).

 Through this exploitative relationship (ethnic slavery), Madame Keyne is,
 therefore, getting something out of nothing, or something out of nearly nothing,
 which is capital's game. In order, however, to explain the outermost limits that
 define this play (which is also the "game" between Noyeed and Gorgik, a game
 of remembering and forgetting, a psychic as well as a financial transaction),
 Madame Keyne cites power itself as the mobility of all capital:
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 I have watched governments come and go, some led by liberators, some by
 despots, and I realize that the workers on this side of the fence and the out-of-
 work on that side - as well as the Liberator they oppose and support - share, all
 of them, one common mesconnaissance: they think the enemy is Nevèryon, and
 that Nevèryon is the system of privileges and powers such as mine that supports
 it.... [A] s long as they do not realize that the true enemy is what holds those places
 of privilege - and the ladders of power to them - in place, that at once anchors
 them on all sides, keeps the rungs clear, yet assures their bottoms will remain
 invisible from anywhere other than their tops, then my position in the system is,
 if not secure, at least always accessible. (N every óna 137; emphasis in original)

 I cite this scene because it is erotic as well as pedagogical, and because
 Madame Keyne' s desire (for Jade, for Pryn, for Kolhari itself) is wholly
 inseparable from her position as a key economic actor within the city. All three
 of these women become peculiar mutations of economic exchange principles,
 particularly Marx's statement in Capital that "the characters who appear on the
 economic stage are but the personifications of the economic relations that exist
 between them" (51). Madame Keyne, Pryn, and Jade are quite literally actors
 within the play of capital, even as they are performers within the mummer's dance
 of Kolhari, drawing out the lines and stage directions of their own human
 relationships, the meetings and partings that their bodies endure on a daily basis.
 Marx specifies that "every commodity ... is only the material envelope of the
 human labor spent on it" (56), but Delany reverses this conclusion, making all of
 these characters the "material envelope"/or the commodity, the living, enfleshed
 formula that demonstrates how capital is written on the body. Madame Keyne,
 like all of us, loves within the boundaries of an increasingly global capital, but she
 is also tormented daily with the recognition of this paradox, the awful inequality
 of loving in a world of signs - in a world where signs mean everything and you
 mean nothing - and so she tries to give Pryn a way out of this, even if such an
 egress is wholly impossible.

 In the Grundrisse, Marx struggles to define the circulation of capital as a kind
 of electromagnetic process, a series of competing impulses that can result in either
 crisis or equilibrium. Like eros, capital moves through necessary stages and can
 become "stuck" if it is not allowed to transfom and evolve. "As long as it remains
 in the production process," Marx says, "it is not capable of circulating.... [A]s
 long as it remains in circulation, it is not capable of producing" (621). He plays
 with the words fixed and fixated when describing this kind of economic stall,
 suggesting both a freezing and a fetishization of capital itself. In this sense, the
 movement of capital takes on an incredibly sensual motility, becoming a
 propulsive fluid, like blood, that can harden, crystallize, and even evaporate if its
 vital circulation is interrupted. These ruptures produce crises of reification for
 capital, which in turn mirror the original reification of the commodity fetish.

 What this means for Delany' s characters is that capital, as a force that both
 defines and is defined by class relations, can have a powerful impact on the lives
 and loves of queer subjects. Just as often as it destroys and debilitates the
 worker's body, capital also violently and irreversibly opens up new markets and
 new spaces in its quest to remain in perpetual circulation. These markets require
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 the participation of minority communities in order to function, and as they
 emerge, so too does the financial power of those communities become legible and
 desired. Therefore, purchasing power becomes a culturally leveling force. This
 is what Kevin Floyd, in his work on queer Marxism, describes as a form of
 complicity: "Gay bars or gentrified gay ghettos, for example, are simultaneously
 opportunities for capital accumulation and indispensable shared communal
 spaces" (187). These opportunities, enacted in various ways, allow for the
 "creation of a thoroughly commodified gay and lesbian community" (186).
 Delany's characters, I argue, attempt to glimpse themselves within the various
 stages of capitalist development, often realizing that their queer desires are
 surprisingly compatible with the evolution of proto-capitalism.

 Pryn, for instance, is forced to rethink the long-term relationship that Madame
 Keyne shares with Jade when, while stopping by an open window, she overhears
 a private conversation between the two. Coincidentally, this scene echoes David
 Harvey's argument that "Marx sees each relation as a separate 'window' from
 which we can look in upon the inner structures of capitalism.... [W]hen we move
 to another window, we can see things that were formerly hidden from view" (2).
 It is while gazing through this window that Pryn realizes that Madame Keyne has
 an entirely different private persona, as well as an entirely different name - that
 is, her first name, Rylla, which she offers only to Jade, and which Pryn can simply
 overhear (but never obtain). "Do you remember, Rylla," Jade asks, "when you
 took me on that business trip to the south?" (Neveryóna 162).

 Rylla is pleased by the memory, even when she recalls how they shared a
 room next to a group of bandits ("I was so terrified!"), and, through a combination
 of fear and ingenuity, they had to devise a system of silent communication. "I
 took a waxed writing board," Rylla says, "and wrote you a note." We are not sure
 what the original message was (Rylla does not repeat it, and why should she,
 since Jade knows what was said?), but Jade excitedly repeats her own scrawled
 reply: "'I love you more than life and wealth, and they will never know it.' Or
 was it 'wealth and life?' - ." To which Rylla (or is it Madame Keyne?) replies:
 "I think it was 'breath and wealth.' Or was it 'light and breath?' - No matter; it
 was the right matter for the time!....[M]y wonderful Jade! You used to be terrified
 of so many things back then. Slavers who were bandits; bandits who might be
 slavers - " (163). Like the money form itself, the signifier bandit/slaver is a
 mutually dependent cooperation, and the tipping point between bandit and slaver
 remains indecisive, a bare breath. Appearance depends as much on reality as
 reality depends upon appearance, as Marx asserts in the Grundrisse: "If a fake
 [pound] were to circulate in the place of a real one, it would render absolutely the
 same service in circulation as a whole as if it were genuine" (210). Money can be
 a form of drag, blending fake/real within the act of mimesis. Gayatri Spivak
 describes this process as "a functional /^adequation (fake = real)" (1 15; emphasis
 in original).

 Rylla' s curious phrase, "no matter; it was the right matter," is a riddle that
 pertains to much of the Tales as a unified text. It is also a spell, a message sent
 over the blackened foundations of mourning: the I-love-you which, Barthes wryly
 observes in A Lover's Discourse, actually "has no usages. Like a child's word, it
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 enters into no social constraint.. . . [I]t is a socially irresponsible word" (148). The
 message is both a matter and no matter, a message and no message. Everything
 that exists between Jade and Madame Key ne, the enormous tension of two human
 beings in love, like two speeding trains running parallel but never colliding, is
 signed through no sign, scrawled into a palimpsest of wax that can later be
 scraped away. Like the hyper-communicativeness of the melancholiac who
 produces no meaning, the language of love - and perhaps, in Delany's terms,
 queer love especially - produces a dark superfluity of signs, a purloined letter.

 In Delany's world of both queer and straight sex-trade workers, it seems
 almost miraculous that none of the primary characters - all of whom participate
 in the sex trade at one time or another - ever feel as if their lives are being
 threatened by a largely queer-phobic medieval world. Just before holding a
 carnival, the traditional "safety valve" for managing dangerous energy, the city
 of Kolhari offers an official announcement, a medical "explanation" of the plague
 that resembles the rhetoric of the Center for Disease Control in the 1980s:

 There is danger in Kolhari of plague. To date there have been seventy-nine
 probable deaths - and of several hundred who have contracted it, no one has yet
 recovered. We advise care, caution, and cleanliness, and Her Majesty, whose reign
 is brave and beneficent, discourages the indiscriminate gathering of crowds. This
 is not an emergency! This is not an emergency! (Return 213; emphasis in original)

 Underlying this very public health crisis, however, are the private and intensely
 personal crises of the queer people in Kolhari living with a plague whose
 symptoms resemble AIDS, though they have no rhetoric to describe it: Toplin's
 anger at being expelled from school, his curiosity regarding Pheron (who is older
 and seemingly more independent), and his resentment towards - yet exhausted
 acceptance of - his mother's ministrations, since he cannot care for himself.
 Similarly private is Pheron' s lost relationship with his father, his mourning of the
 acceptance that his father could never whole-heartedly offer (or that he always
 mistranslated), and his careworn relationship with Nari and Zadyuk, the young,
 heterosexual couple who choose to care for him rather than having a child.

 It is Nari, in fact, rather than Pheron or Toplin, who first mentions the
 ceremony that is going on parallel to the carnival. She identifies it correctly as a
 ritual of mourning, a peculiar spell being cast by a mixture of gay and straight
 men and women, just as radical and as organic as an ACT UP protest or an event
 thrown together by the Lesbian Avengers, Queer Nation, the Gay Men's Health
 Crisis - the wizards and the spellcasters whose ars magica defined queer activism
 from 1980 to 1995. "They say there's a tavern," Nari tells Zadyuk, and "under it,
 an old cellar's been dug out. Some ancient crypt, I think, that used to be used for
 ... well, I didn't really understand that part. But so many people are going. So
 many people are sick" (242). This ritual, held in a dark, poorly ventilated
 performance space - the very essence of the type of heterotopia that Judith
 Halberstam identifies as producing "strange temporalities" - is also an invocation,
 a naming: the naming of an old god, Amnewor.4 Delany claims to have drawn this
 word from a friend's dream (which, uncannily, parallels the events of the carnival
 itself), but lexically it resembles a great many ideas that are central to Flight:
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 "am" as "auto-immune," the war/"wor" against illness, as well as governmental
 inaction towards its effects, and finally, Amnewor itself as a queer spelling, a new
 name or position that could signal resistance rather than capitulation. It is a drag
 show, a spirit show, a séance, and a funeral all at once, a queer system of
 mourning that defies classification. Occurring as it does in a newly excavated
 cellar, above the remains of its unknown occupants, with an ad hoc erected throne
 to house the plague itself as a faceless monarch (240), the "Calling" becomes a
 study in both death and camp. This crystallizes William Watkins's observation
 that "we have made the sign 'death' a permanent citation and so a form of irony.
 Death has, somehow, along the way, become camp" (1).

 Delany (or Delany's narrator) in Flight describes the Never yon books
 themselves as an archive, a connection across time between different formulations

 of affect, different lives and struggles, different ways of loving (and of dying),
 that are nonetheless linked because they occur along the same contours of power
 and signification. The characters have their own hopes, their own longings, but
 they are also stones in the Bridge of Lost Desire, letters in a complex alphabet.
 Jade herself is a precious stone, a keystone, just as "Rylla" is a partial anagram
 for "liar." In Flight, upon listing the current theories for the transmission of AIDS
 being discussed in the 1980s- "CM V, ASFV, HTLV, Hepatitis-B model,
 retroviruses, LAV, the multiple agent theory, the 'poppers' theory, the double
 virus theory, the genetic disposition theory" - Delany's narrator concludes that,
 in the end, the resistance to AIDS (and to the oppression of those living and dying
 with AIDS) must be a mnemonic as well as a political intervention: "No one will
 understand this period who does not gain some insight into these acronyms and
 retrieve some understanding of how they must obsess us today, as possible keys
 to life, the possibility of living humanely, and death" (218; emphasis in original).
 Those acronyms become the historical spells and spellings of AIDS discourse.

 In this sense, the Nevèryon books hold a startling relevance for marginalized
 readers, however complex their personal relations to marginality might be.
 Delany's work does not simply address racial and sexual oppression; it maps out
 both of these realities on a fantastic cartographic surface - the city of Kolhari, the
 lives of its inhabitants, the apeiron of their psychic lives and entanglements - in
 order to see how both oppressions function within radically different contexts.
 These characters, although they might seem, at first, to be the tools of a
 deconstructionist, are no more implements than you or I, since their utility merely
 reflects the status of all actors within global capital, all humans living within a
 world whose signs are often cruel, misremembered, misread. Just as any object,
 when taken out of its productive context, can be fashioned into a weapon, these
 characters have very different lives and loves, depending upon who is reading
 them and how carefully the reading is measured. Rylla' s guarded privacy,
 Gorgik' s complex manipulation of the oppressive system that manacles him (even
 as it gives him subjectivity), Noyeed's bewildering fluctuation between mastery
 and submission, Pryn's playful experimentation with different sexual realities
 (even if she only wants to watch) - all of these positions might be taken up,
 understood, appreciated by gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered readers.
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 The forgetting of the city of Neveryóna, its abandonment beneath the waves
 (and the gradual erasure of its cultural history by the citizens of Kolhari) mirrors
 the forgetting process of citizenship itself, which is always a reverse-mnemonic
 trick. In the case of Kolhari, the development of the city is constituted through the
 denial of the ruins beneath it, just as the ontology of Nevèryon as a melancholic
 nation emerges through the subjugation of its ethnic population (and "ethnic," in
 the case of these books, means light-skinned), as well as through the creation of
 a proletarian underclass (who are often, like Pryn and Gorgik, visibly mixed-
 race). Like track lines, both sexual and ethnic sutures lie across the surface of
 Nevèryon, becoming the trade routes and migratory roads traveled by Gorgik and
 Pryn. Their melancholic task becomes one of remembrance as well as migration:
 to remember the dead city that lies beneath Kolhari, as well as the ethnicized
 deaths that constitute the emerging nation, those who have given their bodies and
 souls for the New Market.

 NOTES

 1. There has been some excellent critical work done on the series, though with a
 different focus than I take here: see Kelso for a solid discussion of narrative technique;
 Johnston for a consideration of links with Delany's biography; Spencer for an analysis of
 the series' deconstructive roots; and Freedman for a brilliant "anatomy"of Delany's
 overall body of work and the position of the series in relation to it.

 2. This strategy recalls Donald Moffett's 1990 photo installation, "Call the White
 House, l-(202)-456-1414, tell Bush we're not all dead yet," as a response to governmental
 apathy (see Crimp 18).

 3. Shuts' s controversial history of the AIDS epidemic identifies a "patient zero" in one
 Gaétan Dugas, an airline steward who allegedly spread the disease via his travels.

 4. Halberstam connects these "strange temporalities" (1) with participation in non-
 normative, artistic, and subcultural spaces that are both frequented and fashioned by gays
 and lesbians: "[U]rban queers tend to spend their leisure time and money on subcultural
 involvement: this may take the form of intense weekend clubbing, playing in small music
 bands, going to drag balls, participating in slam poetry events, or seeing performances of
 one kind or another in cramped or poorly ventilated spaces" (174).
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 ABSTRACT

 This article addresses the connection between queerness and capital within Samuel R.
 Delany's Neveryön sequence, looking particularly at the volumes Neveryóna and Return
 To Nevèryon. By mobilizing Marxist concepts (such as the commodity fetish) within his
 depiction of a fantastic Iron Age economy, Delany deliberately "queers" Marx's notion
 of primitive accumulation. Tracing the connections Delany draws between lived queer
 sexuality and the interpellation of subjects within the capitalist market system, this essay
 examines how the series' LGBT characters are subjected by and through the circuits of
 global capital.
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